OSCR Services for UA Students:

**OSCR Computer Labs**
Looking for a computer lab to use? Need help with general computing programs? Got other computer questions or worries?

**Multimedia Labs**
Want to use multimedia programs and high-end hardware? Looking for one-on-one assistance?

**Gear-to-Go Equipment Loan @ MLL**
Want to check out digital picture and video cameras, wireless microphones, tripods, etc?

**OSCR Underground**
OSCR’s central Help Desk in the ILC. Got technology headaches, including NAC or UAWiFi? We’ve got the cure!

**Online OSCR Forums**
Like to discuss technology topics with others?

**Mobile Help Desk**
Check the OSCR website for dates and times our Mobile Help Desk will be in your neighborhood!

**Virtual Reality Annex**
Think virtual reality would spice up your homework? Want to learn how to do VR?

**Streaming Media Services**
Want to put your classwork video or other media projects on the internet?

**Multimedia Workshops & Online Training**
Are you ready to learn multimedia programs? Would you like to have someone teach you or would you rather learn online?

**Student Technology Preceptor Program**
Interested in getting upper division credit for working with computer technology?

OSCR can be found at: 621-OSCR (6727) and at http://oscr.arizona.edu
Whether you're already a technology wizard or just interested in getting on-the-job training, working in one of OSCR's many computer labs, e-classrooms, or multimedia locations could be the kind of job you'd enjoy. OSCR employs more than 50 students, and through the Student Technology Preceptor program, you can even work for upper division class credit!

To learn more about OSCR's employment opportunities and to apply, point your browser to: http://oscr.arizona.edu or call us at: 520-621-OSCR (6727)

OSCR can be found at: 621-OSCR (6727) and at http://oscr.arizona.edu

UAWiFi Guide:

What is UAWiFi?
UAWiFi is a new, secure and fast wireless network that will eventually cover most of campus. Partially funded by the Student Technology Fee, it will bring roaming 802.11a/b/g wireless access for all students, staff, and faculty on campus. UAWiFi will replace UAWireless and many other departmental wireless networks.

What do I need to use UAWiFi?
A computer that has a 802.11a/b/g wireless card that can handle WPA security. Almost all newer cards can do WPA security.

Is NAC still in effect on campus?
No. NAC was discontinued in summer 2007.

How do I register for UAWiFi?
You will need to register your NetID (the same thing you use to check your UA email) at: https://netid.arizona.edu/wireless_reg.php

How do I setup my machine to use UAWiFi?
Set-up of your wireless card depends mainly on which OS you run (i.e. Windows, Mac OS X, etc). Set-up guides can be found on the OSCR site at http://oscr.arizona.edu/wireless.

Who do I go to for help with UAWiFi?
Students get priority UAWiFi help through OSCR. OSCR’s help desk, OSCR Underground, is located in the ILC and can be reached at 626-TECH. OSCR Underground gets very busy, so please call to make an appointment. Help is also available at all OSCR computer labs on campus. The OSCR web forum, at http://forum.oscr.arizona.edu, is another great way to get help. Faculty and staff receive priority assistance through CCIT’s Computing and Network Support, reachable at 621-HELP.

What are some other resources relating to UAWiFi?
The Center for Computing and Information Technology’s site for UAWiFi is: http://web.arizona.edu/~ccit/index.php?id=wireless